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A b s t r a c t  

The problem of designiiig a rohust  ontr troll er to solve 
a tracking control problem for iiriproving plasma 
characteristics in Reactive lo11 Etching process is 
stiidied. The presented design mc~hodology is based 
on the construction of a two-time scale motions of 
the closed-loop system. It  has lieen shown that 

d conditioris t.he proposed dynamical 
coiltroller induces a two time-scale separation of the 
fast and slow modes in the dosed-loop system. Sta- 
bility conditions imposed O J ~  the fast and slow mo- 
tioiis can ensure that the full-order closed-loop sys- 
teiii achieves thc desired propertie:; so that the out- 
put transient performances are insensitive to pnram- 
ettir variations and external disturbances. Sirnula-. 
tiiiri results on a multivariable A u t o  Regressive Mov- 
ing Averxge model of a RIE process are presented to 
dcrnonstrti.te the utility of the proposed algorithm. 

1 In t roduc t ion  

111 order for the semiconductor industry improves its 
coiiipetitiveness, it is critical that its factories pro- 
docc highly ndvanced products at  \-ery low costs. To 
achieve these goals, these' factories must be equipped 
wi th  processing systems which cnn perform their 
fiiirctions with very high accuracy anti throughput 
hiit, with low overall costs. Reactive lor1 Etching 
(ME)  is a. critical technology for modern VLSI cir- 
a i i t  fahricatioii used in iriany stages of the mmu- 
facturirig process jlj. The lack of feedbad< control 
i n  thost. systenis is generally considered as one of 
thr main challenging problenis fa.(:ing the sernicon- 
(lii(:toK inanufacturing industry, This in parricular 
is i i  major impediment in relislile operation of low 
prc'ssure reactive plasma systems [ I ] .  The prilicipal 
nroti\~ntion for iiitroducing advaiiced control tech- 
riiques in these systems is that by cont,rolling ap- 
propriate plasnia parameters (the concentrations of 
thr- reactive radicals and ions and ions energy) it is 
Imsible l o  improve the etch performance of the re- 

active ion etchers, namely their selectivity, unifor- 
mity, anisotropy and etch depth. The'current state 
of knowledge in ME does not yet allow for a defini- 
tive choice of the key plasma parameters to be con- 
trolled. For example in [3] four measured variables 
(namely [ F ] ,  [CF?], [CO,], aiid four manipu- 
lated variables (namely % 0 2 ,  pressure, p w e r ,  and 
f low rate)  and seven performance variables (namely 
Si etch rate, SiO? etch rate, Si/SiO2 selectivity, 
SiOz anisotropy, Si mi f o r m i t y ,  Si02 uiii f o r m i t y ,  
and Si anisotropy) were considered for the RIE of 
silicon and silicon dioxide in CF4/0z and CF4/Hz 
plasma. Furthermore, in [2]-[3] only two manipu- 
lated variables (namely power and throttle valve 
position), two measured va,riables as the key plasma 
parameters to be controlled (namely Vhi,, and [PI) 
and four performance variables for RIE (namely etch. 
depth, selectivity, ,mi forni i ty  and anisotropy) were 
considered, 

The development of real-time control techniques for 
improving the manufacturing characteristics of reac- 
tive ion etching process is well documented in [l]. 
The overall goal is t o  redesign the H E  machine for 
enhanced controllability and improved performance. 
The objective in [l] is to develop sufficiently general 
methods and results that  allow iniplementation of 
real-time feedback control systems to a large class 
of RlE machines with a minimal amount of tuning. 
Based on a novel decomposition of the process the 
authors present a general strategy for the control of 
RIE. The principal idea is that  by controlling all- 
propriate key plasma parameters,, i t  is possible to 
improve the etch performance of these machines. In 
[1] and IZ]-[Y] the de bias voltage, and fluorine 
concentrotion [F]  are used w the key plasma param- 
eters to he controlled arid power of R F  generator 
and throttle valve po~i t ion  are selected as input vasi- 
ablrs. The most important variables for determining 
the success of the etching process are: selectivzty, 
unafonri.ity, anisotropy; and etch depth. The authors 
in [l] conceptualize RIE as consisting of two distinct 
but interacting mechanisms, namely 
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(i) cheiriical etching cansed by radicals, and 

( i i )  physical etching caused by ion bombardment. 

Etch characteristics can therefore be adjusted by 
ctrefully controlling the plasma species composition 
and ion energy. Therefore, the key plasma parame- 
ters for the etching process are the concentrations 
of the reactive radicals arid ions and ions energy. 
Based on the measured output dat,:i, and using stan- 
dard identification algorithins, the wthors  in [l] have 
constructed a two input-two out.put model mapping 
small perturbations in power (Watts) and throttle 
valve (% opening) to t.he i’bias (%Its) and [ F ]  sig- 
nals. The idea is very interesting .md although the 
model is very simple and easy to manipulate, i t  may 
not be able to capture all the dynamic of the plasma. 
Specifically, the problem of representing the dynam- 
ic:s of wafer still remains nnansweri:d. 

111 this work t,he H.IE system is decomposed in two 
functional hiocks: 

(i) the plasma generation process (PGP), and 

( i i )  the wafer etch process (WEP) 

This decomposition suggests a suitxble control strnc- 
Ixre for the RIE system. From a. cqntrol engineering 
vicwpoint, t,he RIE proces:i represents an interesting 
challenge in several different ways. The key issue 
is the fact that  many of the crucial etch paranie- 
tcrs that need to be cont.ro1led ciinnot, at present 
time, be measured in real-time. This necessitates in- 
direct control strategies wherein plasma parameters 
are used for feedback to achieve tight control of the 
etch charilcteristics. 

2 Overview of the RIE Process 

In t,his section a brief description of the RIE process 
is provided. This description is given from a control 
system pcrspective. The emphasis is on the over- 
all syst,em’ behaviour rather than on an individual 
physical/chemical processes. It is well known in the 
plasma community that ILIE process it: highly non- 
1Wenr and multivariable [l]. Existing plasma sys- 
tuns  attempt to control the important wafer etch 
characteristics with the input variables pressure, ap- 
plied power, arid gas f l o w  rates. However, there is no 
standard and known way to use these inputs to pre- 
dict the etch performances in different machines or in 
identical machines, or even in the same machine on 
two different runs [I]. This is due to  the variations 
in plasma properties and disturbances and the fact 
that t,here is a significant amount of uncertainty in 

the open-loop system. This is the main reason why 
we believe that the real-time robust based feedback 
control strategies developed ‘in this paper will be of 
great potential benefit to the control of RIE process. 

The plasma reactor that  is used in this research is an 
Applied Materials 8300 Hexode Reactive Ion Etcher 
used at the Control Systems Laboratory of the Uni- 
versity of Michigan. This reactor is equipped with 
a data acquisition system, actuators and sensors ap- 
propriate for real-time feedback control. The con- 
figuration of parallel plate Plasma Reactor Etching 
System type IOOOTP is presented in Figure 1. The 
details about the system may be found in [l]. 

Figure 1: Plasma reactor etching system 

2.1 RIE System: Decomposition and Control 
The two inputs to the PGS are applied power and 
throttle value position and the two outputs are the 
key plasma parameters, namely and fluorine 
concentration [ F ] .  The above decomposition of the 
RIE system lcads to  our control structure shown in 
Figure 2. The key idea is to  regulate the inputs to  the 
WES by precisely controlling the outputs of the PGS 
[l] .  With the existing sensor technology it is very 
difficult to  measure the key wafer etch parameters, 
namely selectiwity, anisotropy, etc., in real-time dur- 
ing the etch process. Therefore, for, real-time feed- 
hack control, an indirect strategy is necessary. The 
decomposition of the etching process is very impor- 
tant because the modelling task for the WES would 
involve relating the effects of the key plasma param- 
eters to  the etch performance. This is much more 
direct than trying to  build a single model from the 
equipment inputs to  the etch characteristics. 



Figure  2: The decomposed strucfuiv of t h e  RIE syskm 

2.2 RIE System Modeling' 
In the PGS the control inputs are FiF power, throt- 
tle position, and GFd/Ar pow. Thc! disturbances are 
loa,d and water vapours. The state of  the piasma sys- 
tem are the fluorine concentration IF] ,  and dc bias 
voltage, Vbias. The fluorine is the dominant etchant 
species and Vbi,, is used as a measure of the phys- 
ical energy of the inipin.girig ions. The models in 
[l], [2]-/3] are simpler since they nse only two inde- 
pendent input variables, namely power and throttle 
valve to control two independent, output variables, 
namely I&,, and [ F ] .  We also choose these variables 
since the plasma variables and IF] are more directly 
related to the etch rate and other output charac- 
teristics when compared to the power and pressure, 
which are held constant conventionally. The distur- 
hances mostly affect the PGS and not WES, so by 
controlling the plasma variables, the effects of these 
disturbances ran be mitigated. 

3 P r o b l e m  s t a t e m e n t  

3.1 Linear P l a s n i a  Generation S u b s y s t e m  
M o d e l  
System 1dentificat.ion. In order to build a model for 
Plssnia generation Subsystem (PGS) an expcrimen- 
tal identification approach is needcd. 

Generally, a region of operating point is delineated 
in the space of pressure, [CF4] flow rate, and RF 
Power corresponding t o  the RIR region of the plasma 
parameter space. Typical values of 1000 watts, 20 
mTorr, and 30 sccm are selected as a nominal op- 
erating point. The model developed use only two 
independent input variables, namely RF Power and 
'I'hrottle Position valve to control two independent, 
output; variables, namely Vbias and [F], more di- 
rectly rclated to the etch rate. Using Matlab sub- 
routines from Identification Toolbox and the ava,il- 
able exierirnental input-output data set provided by 
Dr. P.P. Khargonekar and his group of the University 
of Michigan, we are able t o  develop a multivariable 
Ai l to  Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model of 
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where k is the discrete time, k = 0, I , .  , , ; yk is the 
output available for measurement, yk E RP; U k  is 
the control, u k  E RP; wk is the external disturbances 
unavailable for measurement, w k  E RI', In particu- 
lar, we have that p = 2 and Y k  = [y~(k),yz(k)]~ = 
[Kia . (k) ,  Flourine(k)lT, U k  = [ a l ( k ) , ~ z ( k ) ] ~  = 
[Throttle Position(k), R F  Power(k))*. where 

3 0.9865 0 0.5975 -0.0898 
= [ 0 0.9928 ] = [ -0,0001 0.0003 

('4 
0'0921 3 ,  GI = [ ,!j 3 (3) 

-0.3699 
B z =  [ 0,0010 -0.0003 

The open-loop simulations reveal that this model 
matches well with the experimental data. So the 
first order model is capable to capture well the dy- 
na.mics of the PGS. The model is very simple and we 
could consider some of the coefficients of this model 
variable in a bounded range, giving us the possibility 
t o  prove the robustness of our control law strategy at 
these parameter variations of the system. The  dis- 
turbances mostly affect the PGS and not WES, so by 
controlling the plasma variables the effects of these 
disturbances can he mitigated. It's .exactly which 
does our control law strategy developed in this pa- 
per. 

It accordance with the approach t o  discrete-time con- 
trol system design [5, 61 which will be used below, we 
need to make a check of that  the following two as- 
sumptions are satisfied for given parameters of the 
model (2).  

A s s u m p t i o n  1 The roots of the characteristic poly- 
nomial of (1) lies in some neighborhood of 1 .  

A s s u m p t i o n  2 The condition 

.de t  { E ,  + 8 2 )  # 0 (4) 

is fulfilled 

3.2 O u t p u t  t racking  cont ro l  p r o b l e m  
Let us denote 

where e k  is the tracking error of the reference input 
realization; e k  = r k  - y k ; r k  is the reference input, 
Tk E Rp. Moreover, t,he output transients Y k  should 
have a desired behavior wh&h does not depend ei- 
ther on the  external disturbances or on the varying 
parameters of the plant model (1). 
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4 Cont ro l  probleiri forinnlation 

4.1 I.)esired dynamic  equat ions 
Let IL:; const,ruct the model of desired output hehav- 
iw of yi. in the form of the vector difference equation 

I/k = F ( y k - l : ’ r & I ]  (6) 

;iinp1el (6) may Iiave the forii. of ii linear vectoi 
eqiiation 

MIltllC. 
yr. = A $ / k - I  + L?;‘~.r-i (7)  

I,> A$ = Bf and det .Bf # 0. . , 

I-lere I ,  is the unit matrix, 1, t i l ” x 7 J .  Parameters 01 
(7) are selected hased on the required output tran- 
sient performance indices. By selecting A; arid 8;‘ 
;<; diagonal matrices and then we require the decou- 
ldiiip; nf ihc control channi!ls. For example, let us 
sulc(:t. the fdlo’wing niatrice:; of (7) 

where the time constants ,$.Ti are solected based 
on the required settling time of ontpul, transient and 
?I is tho sampling period. 

4.2 Insensit ivity condi t ion 
1.e:~. IUS deiiote 

wherc e:’ is the realization error 
iiarnics assigned by 17k = F ( y k - : , ~ k - ~ ) .  
iugly: i f  f<)r $11 k = 0 ,  1 , .  . . the coiidition 

e g  = 4. - U&. (9) 
the desired dy- 

Accord- 
. .  

=z 0 (10) 
is held then the desired behaviol. of ye with pre- 
si:ril)cd dynamics of (6) is fiilfillec.. The expression 
(Il l)  is the insensitivity condition of the oiitput tran- 
s imt  performance with respect to the exteriial dis- 
t.iirbaiircs arid varying parameters ,of the plant model 
(1). 111 o h r  words, the cmitrol design prohlem ( 5 )  
h a s  ~ P S I I  rcformul:.md as the requ:rement (10). 

5 Control law s t r u c t u r e  

111 accordatice wit.11 [5, 61, to fulfil the requirement of 
(IO) lot us form the control law as, for example. the 
frilloiviiiy; ditference qua t ion  

,,ih D ~ I L L - ~  -1- U2uk.~2 i~ Ae[ (11) 
. .  

Wht!l-<. 

Di + Dz = . ,  I,, ;ind del A # U. (12) 
F’niin (12) it. follows,. that  equilihrhum nf (11) corre- 
spond to tlic insensitivity condition (10) 

I 

I 
6 Prope r t i e s  of t h e  closed-loop s y s t e m  

6.1 Fast-motion subsys t em 
The closed-loop system equations have the followiug 
form 

>/r = Alyt - i  + B ~ I L ~ ; - I  + b’21~k-.2 + Glwk-1 (13) 

u h  = D l u k - ,  -t Dzu1;-2 + Ae[ ( 1  4) 

In accordance with (7 )  and (9) the eqns. (13), (14) 
may he represented as the following equations 

2 

Uk = X D i U k - ,  + i \ { A f y k - i  + b’$Tk- i  - Yk} (16) 
i = l  

where the eqns. (15), (16) may he rewritten in the 
form 

Y k  = AIYk- - I  + B l ’ U k - I  f 82111;--2 + G l l l i k - i  

U k  = [Di - A B ~ ] z L ~ - - ~  f [Dz - ABz]ui;-z 
(17) 

f A{[Af - A l ] Y k - i  t- B f r k - 1  - G I w k - 1 )  (18) 

At first, node that the rate of the transients of uk 
in (17), (18) depends on the controller parameters 
D*,.A. At the same time, in accordance with the As- 
sumption ??, we have slow rate of the t,ransients 
of yk. So that under the proper choice of the con- 
troller parameters it is possible to  induce two-time 
scale transients i n  the closed-loop system (17), (18) 
where the rate of the transients of yk is much smaller 
than the r a k  of the transients of u k .  Then in the 
asymptotic case from the closed-loop system (17), 
(18) follows that the fast-motion subsystem (FMS) 
is governed by 

. ~ k  := [DI -- A B ~ ] u ~ ; - I  + ID2 - A&]zL~;--~ 
i- )\([A;” - AI]YI;- I  + B f T k - 1  - G17Uk- - I }  (19) 

‘yk = Const where Yr  - ?/k--i 0 v i = 1 , 2  , i.e. 
during the transients in the system (19). To ensure 
a stability and fastest transit processes of uk let us 
choose the matrices A and Di such that 

A = {B, + B*}-l and Di = AB, V i = 1,2  (20) 

111 this case the roots of the characteristic polynomial 
of eqn.(l9) equd zero. 

6 .2  Slow-motion s u b s y s t e m  
At second, we assume that a steady state (or more 
exactly a quasi steady,state) for the fast-motion sub- 
system (19) takes place, i.e. u~-IQ-; = O V  i = 1,2. 
Then, from (12) it follows, that  e [  = 0. Therefore, 
we: have the slow-motion subsystem of (17); (18) is 
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the same as (6). Moreover, an integral action is iri- 
wrporated iii the control loop and, accordingly, zero 
atazdy-state error of the reference input is achieved. 

Note Itlint tlie reqnired accuracy of the desired dy- 
iianiics realization of (6) is providr:d and the control 
~)rohIerii sohitioil takes place nude1 incomplete infor- 
~nat.ion about the distnrhances and varying parame- 
ters of the system (1) if the sufficient. degree of the 
f. <is, .t u d  slow motion rbate si:parat,ion tilkcs place. 

lf the sufficient degree of the fast and slow motion 
rate separation takes place in the closed-loop sys- 
1,em (17), (18) then the behavior of y ( t )  tends to 
the solution of reference model, a r d  accordingly the 
~:ontrollcd output trensients me& the desired per- 
iorinitnce specifications after the FhlS €+st trarisients 
IIAVC vnrrished. 

6.3 Degree of time-scale separation 
I.)-orn (20) it follows that the characteristic polyno- 
mini of eqn.(~g)  is z2’p then the sett,ling time of FMS 
i!quals t p  := 2pTo. 

111 order to estiinate.the settling time ty” of SMS 
let. lis find the characteristic polynomial 

(+ i 1)(& i 1) 

O S  t,he continuous-time counterpaii of the reference 
iiiodcl. Tlieii we inay evahiate 

t9”LS ~ 4(r;4)i’2 

I /  I lie dcgree of time-scale separat on hetween FMS 
inid S h l S  n ~ a y  he calculated <E t tx following ratio 

0 .,,,.,,,, j , s  1̂ t : ” ” / p  

It is easy to see that the degrce of time-scale sep- 
aration hm~ee i i  I’MS and SMS increases as the 
bot,li rf and r.f increise. For example, assume that 
.rf ..y~ r$ = 15 and To = 1 then for the given param- 
eters of controller and referencc model we have that 
@,,,,,if 111.. 1̂ 15. 

We h a v i  that (2 -- z l ) ( i  -- t2) is tlie cliaracteris- 
c i c :  polynomial of the opcu-loop system wherc z1 = 
11.9865, z2 = 0.9928. Let IUS find the time coilstarits 
.ii.r2 arc given by ~j = iTo/ln(lz,l)J w h e r c j  = 1:2.  
So f x  i1.5 lj.z3 11 o 1 V j then the clc:gree of time-scale 
sr:paratioii betwetxi rate of proces:j in the open-loop 
system with respect to rate of prmess in FMS !nay 
he (:valuated by the ratio @ o , s , ~ T n s  o 4(~1~2)’/~/t!”’~ 
Fur the given parameters of thc plmt model we hwe 

. .  

that, e, ,,*, n. 100. 

7 Simulation results 

The simulation results of the system in tlie form of 
the multivariable Auto Regressive Moving Average 
(ARMA) model (l),  (Z), (3) controlled by the givcn 
algorithm (11), (20) axe displayed in Figures 3-7 
where r: = 7: = 15. The closed-loop simulations 
reveal that the response of the both outpot compo- 
nents matches well with the assigned desired behav- 
ior. 

500 

300 

200 

Figure 3: Response of Vb,,, [VI in the closed-loop sys- 
tem. 

1.5 

. .  -0.5 

, A..- 

’ 300 400 500 
samdes 

, A- i 
100 200 300 400 500 

samdes 

Figure 4: Response of Flourzne [sccrnl 111 the clused- 
loop system 

8! Conclusions 

The insin result of this paper is development of a 
procedure of robust discrete-time controller design 
which allows to  provided desired output liehavior,for 
MIMO system in present of incoinplet,e inforrnation 
ahout extcrnal distnrbances and varying parameters 
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Figure 5: Behavior of thc control variable Figure 7: Behavior of the external disturbances tu1, 1112 

"Throttle position" [ 9 6  in the closcd- 
loop system. 
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